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IN THE COURT OF SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE (S), 

UDALGURI. 

 

 

 Present: ARPITA KAR, A.J.S. 

      SDJM(S), Udalguri. 

  

G.R.NO.529/15 

U/S 409/420 I.P.C. 

               STATE OF ASSAM 

Vs 

Sri Lohit Ch. Nath. 

  ......................Accused Person. 

Advocate Appeared:- 

For Prosecution: Smti. Nandira Narzary, A.P.P. 

For Defence: Sri M. Deka, Smti. G. Deka, Sri D. Saharia. 

 

Charges framed on: 18.08.2016. 

Evidences recorded on:  22.09.2016, 07.12.2016, 15.02.2017, 21.03.17, 

24.04.2017, 24.05.2017, 27.06.2017, 11.10.2017, 12.10.17, 02.11.2017, 

09.01.2018, 07.07.2018, 07.01.2019. 

Arguments heard on: 06.03.2019. 

Judgment delivered on: 19.03.2019. 

 

J U D G M E N T 

1. Prosecution story in brief is that Prasanta Kr. Bujarbaruah, 

Regional Manager, Assam Gramin Vikash Bank lodged an F.I.R. before the 

Tangla P.S., alleging inter-alia that Lohit Chandra Nath, Office Assistant (M) 

who was performing his duty as cashier of the branch, Assam Gramin 

Vikash Bank, Tangla was involved in misappropriation, criminal breach of 

trust and cheating. It is stated that the total amount misappropriated till 

the date of lodging the FIR, identified as per the complaint lodged by the 

customers was Rs.4,79,735/-. It is further stated that though the accused 

used to receive cash from various customers and issued counter foil to 
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them against such deposits and also used to enter the amount in their 

passbooks but did not credit the amounts in the books of accounts of the 

branch and misappropriated the money for his personal gain. The list of 

such accounts of the customers was annexed with the FIR.    

 

2. On receipt of the F.I.R., Tangla P.S. Case No.57/15 was registered 

and investigated into. During investigation seizures were made by the 

police. On completion of the investigation the I.O. has submitted the 

Charge sheet U/S-420/409 I.P.C. against the accused Sri Lohit Ch. Nath. 

 

3. The defence Story is of total denial. On his appearance before the 

Court, copies of relevant documents were furnished to him as per sec 207 

Cr.P.C. After hearing both sides and upon perusal of the CR and CD   

grounds for presuming that the accused has committed an offence triable 

U/S- 420/409 IPC were found and accordingly charges under the said 

section is framed against the accused by my learned predecessor. The 

particulars of the offence U/S 420/409 I.P.C. were read over and explained 

to the accused to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.  

 

4. During trail prosecution side examined 16 P.W.s. The examination 

of the accused U/S 313 Cr.P.C. is recorded. The accused denied adducing 

DW. 

 

5.  I heard arguments for both sides and also perused the case 

record.  

6. POINTS FOR DETERMINATION:- 

I. Whether the accused being an Office Asisstant(M) performing 

duty as Cashier of Assam Gramin Bikash Bank , Tangla Branch 

used to receive cash from various customers and issued 

counterfoil to the customers against such deposits  used to 

enter the amount in the passbooks but did not credit the 

amount in the books of accounts of the branch and thus 

misappropriated the money for his personnel gain and by his 

aforesaid acts the accused committed criminal breach of trust 
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in respect of the  bank’s money entrusted and thereby 

committed an offence punishable U/S-409 of IPC ? 

II. Whether the accused during the same period of time and 

place cheated the esteemed customers of the bank by 

dishonestly inducing them to deliver the money to him and 

thereby committed an offence punishable U/S-420 of IPC ? 

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF:- 

 

7. P.W.2, Prasanta Kr. Bujarbaruah, who is the Manager of Assam Gramin 

Vikash Bank, Regional Office and also the informant of this case deposed 

that the accused, Lohit Ch. Nath was the cashier of Assam Gramin Vikash 

Bank, Tangla from 2013-15 and Dandiram Mochahari was the Manager of 

the said branch then. He stated that the customers used to deposit their 

money through the cashier. He stated that during the tenure of the 

accused, the customers of their bank initially made oral complaints 

regarding non-credit of the amounts deposited by them in their respective 

accounts. Subsequently they also made written complaint before the 

concerned of the bank and the same was forwarded to their officer, after 

which enquiry was made regarding the alleged anomalies and it was 

found that the complaints against the accused were genuine and 

accordingly a report was submitted by him in their head office. A 

departmental proceeding was initiated against the accused, and there 

also he was found to be at fault and accordingly the head office directed 

the PW-2 to lodge an FIR against the accused. The said FIR lodged by 

him is exhibited as exbt.1 wherein exbt.1(1) is his signature. He stated 

that the accused was under suspension. He further stated that the 

anomalies were detected from the counter foil of the deposit slips given 

to the customers by the cashier under his seal and signature, which were 

appended with the complaint applications. He stated that the total money 

allegedly misappropriated by the accused was Rs.4,79,735/- and the 

same was done from 51 customers. He further stated that due to late 

filing of the complainants by the customers, the process of enquiry also 

commenced lately which ultimately resulted in delayed filing of the FIR.  

He stated that the complaints and passbooks were seized by the I.O. and 
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the applications shown to him on the date of his depositions were those 

applications vide MR no.108/15. The same was kept under objection by 

the defence side. 

In his cross-examination he deposed that the application shown to 

him vide MR no.108/15 were photocopies. He stated that, he deposed 

that the accused was serving at Tangla branch since 2013 from his 

memory and not after going through any record. He could not say the 

exact date from which the accused serving at Tangla branch. He stated 

that except RD accounts, all other transactions in their bank are done 

through computer system. He stated that the complaints were against 

savings bank account and the entries of the passbooks were computer 

generated. He admitted that he did not see the passbooks of the 

aggrieved customers in court that day. He stated that he does not 

remember for how many times he visited the Tangla branch before 

receiving of complaints against the accused and admitted that he has 

used the word “suspicion” in his FIR regarding involvement in 

misappropriation of the amounts of their customers. He denied that the 

accused did not misappropriate and that he did not issue any counterfoils 

and that he deposited the entire amounts which was to be deposited in 

the bank legally. 

8. P.W.1, Mukut Ch. Sarmah, who is an employee of the Assam Gramin 

Vikash Bank deposed that he knows both the parties. The accused 

worked as Cashier of their bank and he was serving in the Tangla Branch 

of AGVB since 2013 to May, 2016 as Officer, Advance. He further deposed 

that the accused joined at Tangla AGVB in the year, 2015 from Dalgaon 

Branch, during his service period the accused used to receive money from 

their customers issuing private folios. The particulars of the folios had to 

be entered in their official computers but he did not deposit the amounts 

collected from the customers and kept the money with him and 

misappropriated the same. The customers, after checking their deposit 

amount in the computer did not find their actual deposited amount. So, 

they asked the accused regarding this anomaly but he could not give any 

satisfactory answer and then they approached him. He personally verified 

the entire documents and found that the accused did not deposit the 
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amount in the account of the customers. Moreover, the counter foil of the 

bank was also missing. Therefore, he informed the matter to the then 

Branch Manager Dandiram Mochahary, who intimated the matter to their 

Regional Officer. The aggrieved customers deposited their pass books at 

their office and also filed applications informing their grievances. The 

copies of the same were also sent to Regional Officer by keeping copies 

of the same at their office. Their Branch Manager asked the accused to 

take necessary steps to rectify the anomalies but he did not respond. To 

his knowledge there was anomaly amounting to more than Rs.4,00,000/- 

(Rupees Four Lacs). Their Regional Manager also persuaded the accused 

to repay the money of the customers but he did not respond. He also 

personally verified the entire matter and found the anomalies to be true. 

So, finding no response from the accused the present case has been filed. 

After lodging the FIR police came to their bank and seized documents like 

application of the aggrieved customers, their passbooks, folios etc. He 

came to know that the accused misappropriated money from other 

customers. 

In his cross-examination he deposed that the counter foils were 

not in the record of the bank. He stated that the normal processes of 

their bank are computer generated. Though the accused entered the 

particulars in the passbooks by hand but did not enter the same in the 

official computer. It is further stated that there were 50-60 customers 

who were aggrieved by the act of the accused and the maximum 

misappropriation had been shown in respect of recurring deposits. He 

stated that the anomalies came to their notice before 2-3 months of 

lodging the FIR and that the accused joined their bank before 3-4 months 

on transfer from Dalgaon. He stated that at that relevant time the 

accused was also in charge of office assistant and in his absence some 

other persons were entrusted with the said task but he could not say for 

how many days the accused took leave during  his tenure. He stated that 

the computers of the bank are not accessible to the customers and at 

that time the aggrieved customers were not intending to withdraw their 

deposited money. He stated that the anomalies came to the light when 

the customers came to deposit their subsequent amount and enquired 
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about their status. He stated that the customers showed their original 

counter foils to the bank authority and took those back and there is no 

record in the bank, except the counter foils issued to the aggrieved 

customers to show that they deposited money in their bank. He stated 

that the bank passbooks were still in the hands of the aggrieved 

customers and that the accused was given 2 months time to repay the 

amount allegedly misappropriated by him. He stated that their regional 

officer personally came to their branch and he also called for the records. 

He stated that he knows that the accused took medical leave before 

lodging the FIR but could not say for how many days he took the leave. 

The accused did not join his service after lodging of the FIR. He stated 

that no transaction takes place at the time of computer break down and 

under such circumstances they used to tell their customers to go by 

saying that net connection is not available. He stated that the list of 

accounts of the customers submitted with the FIR shows that the account 

nos. from serial no.1-5 are same but the date of deposits are different. 

He denied that the accused did not enter the particulars in the passbooks 

of the aggrieved customers in his own handwriting and he further denied 

that he did not state the said fact before the I.O. and that the accused 

did not misappropriate any money of their customers.  

9. P.W.3, Sri Jayprakash Kalita, an employee of the Assam Gramin Vikash 

Bank deposed that during 2014-15 he was serving at Assam Gramin 

Vikash Bank, Tangla branch as Assistant Clerk. The accused Lohit ch. 

Nath was the cashier of Tangla branch at that time. When he was 

transferred from Tangla on 06/01/2015, complaints were received from 

their customers regarding non-credit of deposited money in their 

respective accounts maintained with Assam Gramin Vikash Bank, Tangla 

branch, for which a departmental proceeding was initiated against the 

accused and on the basis of the findings of the departmental proceedings 

the FIR was lodged against the accused by the informant. He stated that 

he was at Tangla branch during that time. 

In his cross-examination he deposed that he does not have any 

personal knowledge regarding the customers from whose accounts the 
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money had been misappropriated by the accused or about the amount of 

the money allegedly misappropriated by the accused.  

10. P.W.5, Sri Dandi Ram Mochahary, who is an employee of the Assam 

Gramin Vikash Bank deposed that at the relevant time he was serving as 

Branch Manager of Assam Gramin Vikash Bank, Tangla branch and the 

accused was working as a cashier in said branch then. He got written 

complaints from their customers regarding non-deposit of money in their 

accounts by the accused inspite of receiving the same. The accused also 

issued receipts against such deposits by the customers. He stated that he 

forwarded the complaints to the regional manager of their bank and later 

he lodged the FIR of this case. It is stated that about 70-80 customers 

made complaints against the accused and the amount misappropriated 

was Rs.4,79,735/-. He stated that police did not record his statement. 

In his cross-examination he deposed that the original applications 

of the complaints were returned to the customers and the photocopies of 

the same were forwarded to the regional manager. He stated that the 

photocopies of the receipts showing the deposits were annexed with the 

original applications. He stated that he did not see the original complaint 

applications in court that day. He stated that he joined as a branch 

manager Assam Gramin Vikash Bank, Tangla in the month of November, 

2014 and the accused at times took leave after his joining but he could 

not recall it for how many days the accused was on leave. He stated that 

he neither can say about the names and addresses of the customers 

making the complaints nor can he say about the dates on which the said 

customers deposited their money. He stated that the accounts are 

updated online through computer generated programs and that he had 

not seen the aggrieved customers depositing their money. He denied that 

the accused did not misappropriate any money from the accounts of their 

customers.  

11. P.W.6, Sri Prabin Rabha deposed that the accused, Lohit Ch. Nath worked 

as a cashier of Assam Gramin Vikash Bank, Tangla branch and he used to 

receive deposits from customers by entering the same in the passbooks. 

He stated that the accused did not deposit the money received by him in 
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the respective accounts of the customers. One Mr. Kalita was working as 

in-charge cashier when the accused was on leave and during that time 

some customers deposited money in their accounts but when the 

deposited amount was counted it did not tally with the previous balance 

amount for which the matter was informed to the bank authority by Mr. 

Kalita. When the accused was made aware about the incident he stopped 

coming to the bank. An FIR was lodged by the bank authority in this 

regard. He stated that police obtained his signature on a paper and the 

said paper is exhibited as Exhibit-2 wherein exhibit-2(1) is his signature. 

In his cross-examination he deposed that he used to work as a 

“safai” worker on temporary basis in the said bank and he had no role in 

the transactions in the bank. He stated that he does not remember in 

which year the accused joined their bank after being transferred from 

Dalgaon. He stated that he knew some of the aggrieved customers 

personally and came to know about the facts of this case from the 

customers but he did not see the actual transactions. He denied that he 

stated before the I.O. that he saw the money of the customers being 

deposited in their respective passbooks. He stated that the I.O. did not 

show him any documents while obtaining his signature on exbt.2 and he 

does not know why his signature was obtained on exbt.2. He denied that 

he did not state before the I.O. that when the accused availed sick leave 

and Mr. Kalita was in the duty of cashier, then the anomalies came in 

light. He stated that he did not see the passbooks and counterfoils 

showing deposits of money in the accounts. 

12. P.W.4, Sri Santu Ram Boro deposed that he was having a recurring 

deposit at Assam Gramin Vikash Bank, Tangla branch where he used to 

deposit Rs.2000/- per month during the period of 2014-15. He deposited 

the money for a year but when he approached the branch manager to 

withdraw the money after the completion of his term, the Branch 

manager told him that there was a lapse of 1 month’s deposit in his 

account and so he advised him to deposit the same. Thereafter he made 

an application to the Branch manager about the irregularities in his 

account.  He stated that he could not recollect if the present accused was 

the cashier of the bank then. He further stated that there should have 
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been Rs.24000/- in his account but there was shortage of Rs.2000/-. On 

being approached the Branch manager told him that the anomalies 

occurred due to technical problem. 

In his cross-examination he deposed that all the 12 deposits in his 

aforesaid account were not made by him. He deposed that at the time of 

making application before the branch manager, his account had already 

matured. He stated that he annexed 1 folio with his application but the 

other 11 folios against the deposits were not shown to the police officer. 

13. P.W.7, Smt. Haritra Das deposed that the accused worked as a cashier of 

Assam Gramin Vikash Bank, Tangla branch. She was having a recurring 

deposit in the said bank where she used deposit Rs.5000/- per month. 

One day when the accused was on leave, she came to deposit money in 

her account and then the in-charge cashier told her that Rs.5000/- was 

short in her account and the same was not entered in the computer. She 

then told that her passbook was up-to-date and she was also issued 

counterfoils. She was then advised to lodge an application to the 

concerned bank authority and accordingly she filed an application. She 

did not get the money misappropriated from her account after the 

maturity of her account. 

In her cross-examination she deposed that she opened her 

account probably in the year 2012-13. She stated that she could not show 

the counterfoil showing the deposit of Rs.5000/- which was missing from 

the account and she also could not recollect the date on which she 

deposited the said amount. She denied that she did not state before the 

I.O. that Mr. Kalita revealed before her about the missing of Rs.5000/- 

from her account. Though she deposited 36 instalments in her recurring 

deposit account but on a few instances she did not personally go to the 

bank for depositing the same. She denied the accused did not 

misappropriate Rs.5000/- from her account. 

14. P.W.8, Dr. Satyendra Kr. Sarmah deposed that he saw the accused 

working as a cashier in Assam Gramin Vikash Bank, Tangla branch. He 

stated that he used to maintain 2 recurring deposits at the said bank and 

at that time the accused used to receive the deposited money. The 
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successor cashier who joined in the place of the accused, told him one 

day that 2 premiums of Rs.2000/- and Rs.1000/- had not been deposited 

in his accounts for the month of November 2014. He stated that he used 

to deposit all his premiums regularly on time and then the cashier asked 

him to show proof of his deposits for which he submitted 2 counterfoils 

against his aforesaid deposits for the month of November 2014 along 

with copy of his account book. He stated that after the maturity of his 

accounts he was returned the principal amount without any interest, 

though earlier he was promised that interest would be paid against his 

deposits.  

In his cross-examination he deposed that he did not see the 

counterfoil that day which he submitted to the bank authority. He stated 

that he used to deposit the premiums himself but could not recollect the 

account numbers of his aforesaid accounts. 

15. P.W.9, Smt. Ranu Rabha deposed that she knows the parties to this case. 

She deposed that she was having a recurring deposit at Assam Gramin 

Vikash Bank, Tangla branch where she used to deposit Rs.2000/- per 

month. Subsequently she came to know that though she deposited 

money and had deposit slips and up-to-date account book but her 

deposits for the month of November and December 2014 were not shown 

in the computer system. On being approached, the authority of the bank 

asked her to submit an application in this regard. On being asked by the 

branch manager and police she put her signature on a paper.  

In her cross-examination she deposed that she did not submit any 

documents showing her deposits for the month of November and 

December 2014 as police did not ask for the same. She stated that she 

does not know the nature of the file while her signature was obtained and 

she could not recollect her recurring deposit account number. 

16. P.W.10, Pramila Boro deposed that she was having a recurring deposit at 

Assam Gramin Vikash Bank, Tangla branch where she used to deposit 

Rs.1000/- per month. Several times she met the accused at Tangla 

branch while visiting the branch for depositing the money. On one 

occasion Rs.1000/- was not credited in her account for which she 
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intimated the matter to the bank manager and showed him her deposit 

slips. Later she came to know that the bank personnel who took the 

money from her for depositing the same in her account did not credit the 

amount in her account. She stated that she intimated the matter to the 

bank through written complaint. The certified photocopy of the written 

complaint is exhibited as M.Exbt.1 wherein M.Exbt.1(1) is her application.  

In her cross-examination she deposed that police did not seize 

any material from her. She deposed that she does not know who 

misappropriated her money. On 28/01/15 her deposited amount went 

missing. She deposed that she does not remember her account number 

and that she herself used to deposit her premiums. 

17.    P.W.12, Naba Kr. Bora deposed that he used to maintain a recurring 

deposit at Assam Gramin Vikash Bank, Tangla branch in the name of his 

wife and himself. After the continuation of his account for some months 

the bank authority refused to update his account on the ground that he 

failed to deposit 1 instalment against each R.D. accounts but he objected 

the same with support of his counter foils receipt of deposits. The bank 

authority then admitted that their staff is responsible for not depositing 

the instalments against each of the R.D. accounts. The bank authority 

then asked him to lodge a written complaint and accordingly he 

submitted the same. After the maturity of his R.D. accounts he lost an 

interest of Rs.800/- and Rs.500/- in each accounts due to the misdeed of 

the bank staff. He deposed that the present accused, Mr. Nath used to 

receive the money from him whenever he went to the bank for depositing 

money. He deposed that he does not know who is responsible for the 

lapse of the deposit against his R.D. accounts. He stated that police did 

not seize anything from him and that he has seen the photocopy of the 

application submitted by him before the bank and his account numbers 

were 7077140007566 and 7077140007191 respectively.  

In his cross-examination he deposed that he opened the accounts 

in the month of February or March, 2014. He denied that he has not 

deposited the default instalment in his accounts. 
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18. P.W.13, Kabita Bora deposed that she was having a recurring deposit 

being numbered 7077143402509 at Assam Gramin Vikash Bank, Tangla 

branch where she used to deposit Rs.3600/- per month. She deposed 

that inspite of the premiums being regularly deposited by her, 2 

instalments were not entered in her account for which after the maturity 

of her account she incurred a loss of Rs.7200/- on the principal amount 

and also in respect of interest. She deposed that the accused was the 

cashier of the bank at that relevant time and she deposited her monthly 

instalments in the hand of the accused for his official capacity at the 

bank.  

In her cross-examination she deposed that she complained before 

the concerned manager and other officer when she came to know about 

the missing entry of the instalments inspite of the same being deposited 

in the bank. She stated that she complained that the instalments of 

December, 2014 and April, 2015 were missing from her account. She also 

deposited the original counter foils of the missing entry for the said 2 

months before the I.O. She denied that the accused did not receive the 

aforesaid 2 instalments from her. 

19. P.W.14, Rajendra Kr. Boro deposed that the accused was cashier Assam 

Gramin Vikash Bank, Tangla branch. He stated that he was maintaining 3 

recurring deposits at Assam Gramin Vikash Bank, Tangla branch in the 

name of his son, Gautam Boro, grandson Dibyajyoti Boro and himself 

where he used to deposit Rs.5000/-, Rs.5000/- and Rs.2000/- respectively 

per month. Inspite of the money being deposited regularly his instalments 

for 2 months went missing. He stated that though the accused used to 

give them a challan and updated passbook against the deposits but the 

accused did not enter the deposited amount in computer. He stated that 

after the maturity of his accounts, he got his amount back and bank after 

collection returned him his entire amount after about 2 yrs.  

In his cross-examination he deposed that the occurrence involves 

the year 2010, 2011 and 2014. He denied that he did not state before the 

police that he maintained 3 R.D. accounts in the name of his son, 

grandson and himself. He stated that he does not remember the account 
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numbers. He stated that he showed his receipts to the bank manager and 

passbooks to police. He denied that the accused never received any 

money from him. 

20. P.W.15, Sri Dhireswar Baruah deposed that he took the pre-steps of this 

case. On 28/05/15 they got a FIR from Prasanta Kr. Bujarbarua and at 

that time he was working at Tangla P.S. He stated that he was given the 

charge to investigate the case and accordingly he visited the P.O., 

prepared the sketch map and recorded the statement of the witnesses. 

But he could not meet the informant for which his statement could not be 

recorded by him. Though he gave requisition to submit the original 

documents but he could not collect the same as he was transferred. The 

seizure list and sketch map are exhibited as exbt.2 and 3 respectively 

wherein exbt.2(2) and 3(1) are his signatures.  

In his cross-examination he deposed that the documents which 

were seized vide exbt.2 were photocopies. Though a requisition was 

given by him to the Assam Gramin Vikash Bank for submission of the 

original documents but he did not get any response till he was 

investigating the case. Also no explanations were given to him by the 

bank as to why the originals were not produced by them. He stated that 

Mukut Ch. Sarmah did not state before him that the accused entered the 

particulars in the passbooks by hand. He stated that he recorded the 

statements of Mukut Ch. Sarma, Dandi Ram Mochahari and Jayprakash 

Kalita. He admitted that he did not collected any evidence regarding the 

day and month on which the accused joined as a cashier of AGV, Tangla 

branch. 

21. P.W.16, Maheswar Kalita deposed that he was the investigating officer of 

this case. At the time of lodging of the instant FIR of this case he was at 

Sonitpur P.S. and he got the C.D. of this case on 15/03/16. Hestated that 

after perusing the CD he arrested the accused and after finding sufficient 

materials against him filed the charge sheet which is exhibited as exbt.4 

wherein exbt.4(1) is his signature.  

In his cross-examination he deposed that he recorded the 

statements of Satyendra Sarma, Kabita Boro, Haritra Das, Makunda Deka, 
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Rajendra Kr. Barua,Naba Kr. Bora and Pramila Boro. He stated that he 

does not know why the earlier I.O. did not record the statements of the 

above named witnesses. He stated that he has not made any seizures in 

this case and also has not recorded the statement of Prabin Rabha. He 

stated that PW-7, Haritra Das did not state before him that she came to 

know from one Mr. Kalita, he is an employee of AGV Bank that an amount 

of Rs. 5000/- did not enter in her account. He further stated that PW-14 

Rajendar Kr. Barua did not state before him that he opened an account in 

the name of his son, Gautam and grandson, Dibyajyoti. He stated that 

the original documents were not given to him by the bank. 

22. The accused in his examination U/S313 Cr.P.C. has admitted that he was 

working as a cashier of Assam Gramin Bikash Bank, Tangla w.e.f. 

27.08.2014 to 31.03.2015. He also admitted that he was under 

suspension for 3 months from October,2015 but denied that departmental 

proceeding was initiated against him. He stated that he is innocent and 

has been falsely implicated in the case. 

23. The P.W.1, P.W.2, P.W.3, P.W.5 who are bank officials deposed that the 

accused was a cahier of Assam Gramin Bikash Bank, Tangla and he 

misappropriated the money of the customers of their bank by non-

depositing the deposits of the customers in their account inspite of 

receiving the same from the customers. P.W.4, P.W.7, P.W.8, P.W.9, 

P.W.10, P.W.11, P.W.13 and P.W.14 who deposed that they were the 

customers of Assam Gramin Bikash Bank, Tangla and were maintaining a 

recurring deposit at the said bank, stated that the accused inspite of 

receiving the monthly instalments of their recurring deposit did not credit 

the instalments in their account though he issued a counter foil of their 

deposit slip to them and updated their pass books for which they incurred 

loss. The P.W.2 who is the informant of this case and also the then 

manager of Assam Gramin Bikash Bank deposed that on the basis of 

written complaints by their customers a departmental proceeding was 

initiated against the accused in which he was found to be at fault. 

However the accused in his examination U/S313 Cr.P.C. denied that any 

departmental proceeding was ever initiated against him and the P.W.2 

failed to produce any copy of such departmental proceeding against the 
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accused. The prosecution side failed to produce any copy of such written 

complaints against the accused by the customers of the said bank. Also 

though the customers of the bank who deposed as P.W.4, P.W.7, P.W.8, 

P.W.9, P.W.10, P.W.11, P.W.13 and P.W.14 deposed that the accused 

used to issue counter foil of the deposit slip against the money deposited 

by them, under his seal and signature and he also used to update their 

pass books but no copy of such counter foil of the deposit slips or 

updated passbooks under the sign of the accused are produced by the 

prosecution side. The P.W.15 and P.W.16 who are the investigating 

officer of this case admitted that the original documents were not given 

to them by the bank. Though the P.W.10 who stated himself to be a 

customer of the bank and has deposed that M. Exbt-1(i) is his document 

and the perusal of the same shows that the same is his application to the 

bank authority intimating them about the anomalies in his R/D account 

but no copy of his deposit slip or other documents has been paced on 

record to show that the said person had actually deposited the money as 

alleged and that the same was received by the accused.   It is seen from 

the perusal of the C.R. that apart from the mere statement of the P.W.s, 

the prosecution failed to produce (exhibit) any documents on record to 

show that the P.W.4, P.W.7, P.W.8, P.W.9, P.W.10, P.W.11, P.W.13 and 

P.W.14 were ever having any recurring deposit with the said bank or that 

the accused has ever issued any counter foil of their deposit slips to the 

bank under his seal and signatures or has updated the passbooks of the 

aggrieved customers after receiving money from the customers. Thus in 

absence of any documents to show that the accused received the money 

from the customers that were never deposited in their account and more 

particularly in absence of the account statement of the customers to 

show that the instalments of their R/D of a particular month were never 

credited in their account inspite of the same being deposited by them to 

the cahier of the bank who in this case is the accused, the accused 

cannot be booked under the aforesaid sections of Law and as per the 

criminal jurisprudence he is entitled for benefit of doubt. 
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24. As such it is hold that the prosecution has failed to prove the charges 

against the above-named accused person and as such, he is acquitted 

from the charges U/S 409/420 I.P.C. and set at liberty forthwith. 

25. Accused Sri Lohit Ch. Nath is acquitted from the charges of this 

case U/S 409/420 I.P.C. and set at liberty. 

26. The accused is directed to furnish fresh bail bonds as per sec 437A 

Cr.P.C. and until the submission of the fresh bail bonds the previous bail 

bonds executed by the accused and the sureties shall remain in force. 

27. Seized articles be disposed of as per the Law in due course. 

28. Judgment is pronounced in open court. Case is disposed on contest. 

Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this the 19th day of March, 

2019 at  Udalguri. 

   

     Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate(S), 

     Udalguri. 
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                    A P P E N D I X 

1. Prosecution Witnesses:- 

    P.W.1:Mukut Ch. Sarmah. 

    P.W.2: Sri Prasanta Kr. Bujar Baruah. 

    P.W.3: Sri Jay Prakash Kalita. 

    P.W.4: Sri Santiram Boro. 

    P.W.5: Sri Dandi Ram Mochahary. 

 P.W.6: Sri Prabin Rabha. 

 P.W.7: Smti. Haritra Rabha. 

 P.W.8: Dr.Saitendra Kr. Sarmah. 

 P.W.9: Smt. Ranu Rabha. 

 P.W.10: Smt. Pramila Boro. 

 P.W.12: Sri Naba Kr. Bora. 

 P.W.13: Smt. Kabita Borah. 

 P.W.14: Sri Rajendra Kr. Boro. 

 P.W.15: Sri Bireswar Baruah. 

 P.W.16: Sri Maheswar Sarmah. 

 2.  PROSECUTION EXHIBITS:- 

Exbt.1: FIR. 

Ext.2.: Seizure list. 

Ext.3: Sketch map 

Ext.4 : Charge sheet. 

3. Material Exhibits:- 

 M.Exbt-1: Certified copy of written complaints to the concern bank. 

 

4. DEFENCE WITNESSES:- 

NONE. 

5. DEFENCE EXHIBITS :- 

 

       NONE. 

     Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate(S), 

     Udalguri. 


